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✓ Base ten    
Units of Ten, a 
Hundred, and a 
Thousand

✓
Understanding 
Place value up 
to a Hundred

✓ Modeling
numbers with 
Place Value 
Disks

TOPICS A,B,C,D,E



see more!

51 pages
of practice



see more!

Bundle and count ones, 
tens, and hundreds to 

1,000



see more!

Understanding place 
value units

one, ten, and a hundred



see more!

Understanding place 
value units

one, ten, and a hundred



Three-digit numbers in 
unit, standard, expanded, 

and word forms



see more!

model base ten numbers 
within 1,000 with money



see more!

model numbers within 
1,000 with place value 

disks



see more!

Can be used with 
TPT EASEL



Read a blog post 
about how I 

organize my math 
block and grab a 

freebie!

see more!

https://shanonjuneau.com/math-routine/


What others have 
to say…

I am so very pleased with this packet, and intend to buy the 
other modules. The pages are well designed, cleanly formatted, 
and very student friendly. They are great as a review or 
intervention for struggling students. I've even used them to 
replace assignments from the program. They pair wonderfully 
with your Boom Cards from the same Module. Thank you for a 
quality resource.

Making great worksheets digital takes a lot of time and I 
appreciate your products for that purpose! The worksheets are 
simple for students to understand but still helps to see their 
understanding.

Great format, easy for kids to understand and complete.

Love!! I love all of your resources, I buy them all practically!
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